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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents: (1) background of study, (2) statement of problem, (3)

purpose of study, (4) significance of study, (5) scope and limitation, (6) definition of

key terms. Each section is presented as follows.

1.1 Background of Study

Language is a composition of words that is primarily used for communication

with other people. The term language is defined as a formal system of sounds, words,

and grammatical structures and as a communicative system. In its implementation,

many people around countries use their mother language as the first language

acquisition which is different from others. To communicate with the people who are

in different language, they use the international language.

English is the most popular language used by many people around the world.

Now, English is becoming the most widely used as an international language. It is

useful to build international communication of society between different cultures and

languages. In Indonesia for example, English study has already become necessity to

the society as recollect of communication in this global era. It has already become a

part of education curriculum of this country and has been taught since early as a

foreign language.

One aspect which is usually done by people in learning English is conversation

activity. “Conversation is the spoken exchange of thought, opinions and feeling in
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talk or an informal of a matter by representative of governments, institution or

organizations or the ability to talk socially with other person”. Thonbury and Slade,

(2006:1) states:

Conversation is a fundamental human activity and one in which most of us
engage many times a day. It may take the form of small talk about the weather
at the supermarket check-out, or gossip about colleagues around the office
coffee machine, or an extended phone conversation with a close friend about
the meaning of life.

Conversational talk crosses age groups, gender, class, culture and ethnicity.

Some factor that causes conversation can be seen from where it takes places. For

instance, two or more persons who bargain for price in supermarket or pupils are

discussing about their study. Another, occur in common situation, such as someone

want to ask about the address to people. Still another, it could occur in electronic and

social media such as TV show, radio broadcast also cell phone and email.

Nowadays, conversation study has been paid attention in teaching and learning

activity. As a part of speaking aspect, it helps students to be more proficient in

speaking. In bilingual school for example, conversation subject is being taught in

regular time allotment as a local acquisition study. The main focus in teaching

conversation is how to build students’ participation to express their need and idea by

speaking in English. It needs teacher’s creativity and proper technique in teaching.

In Indonesia, being able to make a conversation is one of the student’s purpose

in learning English. In relation to that, the situation shows Indonesian students have

to study foreign language that may affect to their difficulty in drilling conversation.

While, their challenge is how to drill conversation like native naturally. Here, the

common things to the students done is may speak everything they want to say in
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English freely. Moreover, many teachers also commonly stimulate their students to

speak without preparing the students to be ready with what to speak about and how to

do it. The problem is that the students may find some difficulties to adapt these ways.

Laziness, afraid, shy or feels inferior can be the effect of difficulties they face.

Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu in Batu Mayoralty was established in 2010.

The distinctive characteristics of this school was using English and Arabic as the

instructional language while in school activities. By the policy in applying bilingual

class system, automatically each students must capable in bilingual.

Actually, the success of teaching conversation does not only depend on the

students but also the teacher. The teacher has to know the condition of the class.

Before standing in front of the classroom, the teacher has to make preparation which

is called lesson plan. The lesson plan consists of the objectives of material, method

and techniques, teaching and learning activities, media and evaluation.

The previous research which supports this study is conducted by Setyawan

(2004:39) about The Techniques of Teaching English Conversation at Madrasah

Aliyah Negeri Lumajang. He found that the teacher used several speaking techniques

in teaching conversation and the problem faced in teaching and learning activities

concerned with speaking.

From the statement above, it is important for the researcher to know the

teacher’s teaching technique for grade XI English conversation at Madrasah Aliyah

Bilingual Batu. In this study, the researcher will identify teaching technique for grade

XI English conversation used by the teacher together with the problems he faced and

also how to solve it.
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1.2 Statement of The Problems

Based on the previous statement above, the problems of the study can be

formulated as follows:

1. What are the teaching techniques used by the teacher for grade XI English

conversation at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu?

2. What are the problems faced by the teacher in using the teaching techniques

for grade XI English conversation at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu?

3. How does the teacher solve the problems in using the teaching techniques for

grade XI English conversation at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu?

1.3 Purpose of Study

Based on the statement of the research problem above, this study is intended to

describe:

1. Teaching techniques used by the teacher for grade XI English conversation for

at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu.

2. Problems faced by the teacher in using the teaching techniques for grade XI

English conversation for at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu.

3. How the way the teacher solves the problems in using the teaching techniques

for grade XI English conversation for at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu.
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1.4 Significance of Study

Basically, the significance of this study is to enhance and encourage the

readers, especially the students of English Department to concern their teaching

techniques skills also as references of teaching conversation skills as a part of

speaking ability in the future. Besides, it hoped to motivate the teacher to be more

creative in teaching English by many teaching techniques.

1.5 Scope and Limitation

This study is focused to the techniques used by the teacher in teaching English

Conversation, the problems encountered and solution done by the teacher in using the

techniques. This research only limited to one English teacher who is teaching English

Conversation in the Intermediate class of the XI (Eleventh) grade in 2013/2014

academic years.

1.6 Definition of Key Terms

In this research, the researcher would like to explain the definition of some

words to avoid misunderstanding of the concept as follows.

- Teaching technique is implementation of teaching method which actually

takes place in the classroom. Here the writer is concerned with the teacher’s

trick to conduct of the teaching learning process in the classroom which takes

place at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu.
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- Conversation refers to the activity of speaking in which there are (1)

participants such as the speaker and listener; (2) content of message form; (3)

setting.

- English Conversation refers to the one of special material in English subject

that is given at Madrasah Aliyah Bilingual Batu but has separated time

allotment. This material also called by English Course. The activities that the

students do in class are speaking practice.

- Madrasah Bilingual Batu is the name of a state senior high school under

“Religion Ministry or called as Departemen Agama (DEPAG)” which is

applying bilingual system. This school is located at Jalan Pronoyudo-Junrejo,

Batu Mayoralty.


